
Resilience and Mental Wellbeing

Moving towards purposeful being 
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Elements of Resilience – A holistic approach

In the Moment Coping – Behavioural Skills
e.g. Breathing, Mindfulness 

Deeper Coping – Purpose and Meaning 



Captain Tom Moore – Where did he get his energy from  ?



Energy and purpose – Building Momentum
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What level have you reached in actively engaging in managing your personal life 

energy 

1. Never really thought about as I am too busy just getting through day to day 

work and personal tasks. 

2. I actively manage my physical energy with careful nutrition, hydration, 

exercise, sleep.

3. 2. + I actively manage my emotional energy through suitable mindfulness, 

meditation or yoga type sessions. 

4. 3. + I actively manage my thinking energy around being curious and creative 

around things I am doing at work.

5. 4. + I actively manage my purposeful energy through connections with others, 

giving my time selflessly and am grateful to make a difference.  

Voting Question



• This is a dark time for all of mankind but the end is in sight with a vaccine.  
The world is threatened by climate change and we can all feel isolated and 
helpless to make a difference for ourselves and for others.  

• We need something beyond day to day work and routine to keep us going 
at a deeper level.  What is that  and how can we access it ? 

• Frankl was the prominent Austrian neurologist and psychiatrist who wrote 
of his personal experiences in the Auschwitz concentration camp. 

• He observed that prisoners who found purpose in the face of unimaginable 
conditions were far more resilient and likely to survive than those who did 
not.

COVID and the search for Meaning  

https://www.nextavenue.org/finding-purpose-helping-grieving-dying/


What Purpose Can Do for Us

• Frankl’s words, "life is never made unbearable by 
circumstances, but only by lack of meaning and purpose” are a 
call to action today. 

• Finding purpose, a fundamental requirement for human health 
and well-being, will not cure the coronavirus, but may well 
mitigate its effects and enable a more rapid recovery.

• In this moment, as we face physical isolation and threatened 
health, finding purpose may actually save lives.

The Case for focus in Purpose and Meaning   



Finding Purpose and Connection despite Isolation  

Irish open-air cellist strikes coronavirus lockdown chord - YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gHKA5ogODMI




Binge Watching Box Set is easy but is it 
purposeful ? 

How is our energy level 
afterwards ?  



Our Best Days – Purpose is easy 



Our Worst Days – Purpose is hard



How do we increase our capacity for being purposeful

Simple Habits to encourage us all to focus more on long term purpose than short 
term pleasure 

1. Call and email. Connect with family, friends and colleagues, particularly with those who are alone. This is an 

opportunity to renew and mend relationships and offer comfort to those in need.

2. Volunteer. Help others by reaching out to community organizations to offer assistance. The benefits of volunteer 

service are powerful, both for beneficiaries and for volunteers themselves who often realize enhanced physical, 

mental and emotional well-being related to their service.

3. Prioritize learning. Determination to learn can foster a sense of purpose. Reading connects us to new people, 

places and ideas. Online courses and periodicals expose us to fresh perspectives. Virtual museum tours, music 

lessons and performances, poetry readings and cooking classes are all available.

4. Write. Writing challenges us to organize and express our thoughts. Begin a journal.  We’re living history today, 

and this is our opportunity to record it.

5. Exercise. Set daily goals and do what’s possible. The health benefits are obvious, but fitness goals can also be 

a manifestation of purposeful living.

6. Count our blessings. A sense of awe and gratitude are associated with purpose and an increased inclination to 

engage in altruistic behaviors that make a contribution to others.

7. Plan for what’s next. This pandemic will ultimately be controlled, so now is a time to prepare for recovery —at 
home, in business and in community. 





To Conclude 

“Those who have a 'why' to live, can bear with almost any 
'how'.”

― Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search for Meaning

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3389674

